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Supervised learning (classification)

Distinguish between labeled classes in data.

Learn by example – we do not specify what dog/cat are.

Generalize – predict the correct class for unseen examples.

Goal: Realize adaptive (learning) materials/machines

• Learn tasks in-situ by examples of use

• Generalize to diverse operational settings

Elastic networksFlow networks

Functions (e.g. allostery) were previously 

programmed onto machines by tuning of 

a cost function [2], e.g. modify system 

component 𝑤 in proportion to the gradient 

of a cost function.

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 ∼ Desired response − Actual response 2

Δ𝑤 ∼ −𝜕𝑤𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡

However, this approach requires explicit knowledge of the desired response 

and accounting for non-local effects – it requires an external designer.

Based on advances in computer science and neuroscience [3, 4, 5], we 

propose a class of local, physically plausible learning rules, coupled learning.

Coupled local supervised learning

In coupled learning, every network element contrasts its own response in two 

states, the free state, where only source constraints are applied, and clamped

state, where target nodes are slightly nudged towards their desired value.

Coupled learning in flow networks

Applying the coupled learning approach, 

we find physically plausible learning rules 

for flow networks.

Dissipated power at the free and clamped states
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In the clamped state, output nodes are slightly 

nudged towards the desired state 𝑃𝑜, with 𝜂 ≪ 1.

Conductance values 𝑘 are updated by

Δ𝑘𝑗 ∼ 𝜂
−1𝛻𝑘 𝒫
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𝐶 2

Coupled learning allows the training of flow networks for complex tasks, reducing 

the error in the obtained functionality by orders of magnitude. 

Applying coupled learning to handwritten 

digit recognition (MNIST), we train a flow 

network to distinguish images of 0’s and 

1’s with similar performance to simple 

machine learning algorithms.

The coupled learning framework can be 

applied to arbitrary physical networks, 

yielding local, physically plausible 

learning rules. In addition to flow 

networks, we were able to train elastic 

spring networks for complex functions.

Recent published work has studied the application of 

equilibrium propagation to flow/resistor networks [6].


